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Falkland Society Newsletter, May 2022
Dear <<First Name>>,
Greetings to you all from Purley, South London, where we are in the process of selling
Ross's house, bought just over 30 years ago: we will both be living permanently in
Scotland from now on. As you can imagine, there's a vast amount of stuff in the house to
be thrown away, sold, or in many cases given away.
We'll still be in Purley amid packing cases for the Falkland Society meeting next
Wednesday (11 May), but by the magic of the Internet we will be be able to host the
meeting from here via Zoom: Charles Dundas will be talking about 'reviving the wild heart
of Southern Scotland'.
Peter Burman (Chair)
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May Meeting
Our next Falkland Society meeting on Wednesday 11 May will feature Charles Dundas on
'Reviving the wild heart of Southern Scotland'.
As usual, the meeting will be held by Zoom, at 7 p.m. You’re invited to join us from 6:45 onwards
at
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86562221982
ready for a prompt start at 7. There’s no charge. Please note the meeting will be recorded.

You can also join by phone on 0203 481 5240, 0131 460 1196, 0208 080 6591 or 0330 088
5830, quoting the meeting ID:865 6222 1982.
Please DO NOT copy these details to Facebook or other social media.
Peter Burman

Charles Dundas is Chief Executive of Borders Forest Trust, based at Monteviot Nurseries, near
Jedburgh. He will be talking about the work of the Trust, who manage three different sites across
what they call the Wild Heart of Southern Scotland, the variety of challenges that throws up, and
how they work with volunteers, communities and schools as well as private landowners to make
change happen.
Charles previously worked for Woodland Trust Scotland, where he was Public Affairs Manager
for seven years, working on policy and influence for the charity. Originally from West Lothian, and
a graduate of the University of Glasgow, he has worked variously in banking, research,
campaigning, politics and commercial public affairs. He is currently the Chair of Scottish
Environment LINK, the umbrella body for Scotland’s environmental and conservation charities,
and a Trustee of the People’s Postcode Lottery Culture, Equalities and Education Trusts.

Catching up
If you missed our April meeting and the ensuing discussion about the future of the Falkland
Estate, you can view the recording at:
www.falklandsociety.org.uk/videos/2022-04-13-Falkland-Estate.mp4
And if you missed the Voices from Venice conference which Peter organised and chaired for
the Guild of St George, or if you weren't able to stay for the whole day, you can now view each of
the individual sessions via:
www.guildofstgeorge.org.uk/projects-places/venice/voices-from-venice-conference-on-film

Ending the season with a face-to-face meeting
The Falkland Society meeting on 15 June, the last of the current season, will be a face-to-face
meeting for the first time since February 2020. The subject will be John Patrick CrichtonStuart, Third Marquess of Bute, and his impact on Falkland and St Andrews and it will be
given by his great-granddaughter, Marietta Crichton Stuart, who has been studying his life and
work for many years.
This talk will be held at the Stables, Falkland Estate, by kind invitation of the Falkland
Stewardship Trust.

New Treasurer
A warm welcome to our new Treasurer, Robeena Dhar, who has taken over from Dionatas
Vargas who sorted out our Internet access, but then had to step down because of work
commitments.
By an amazing coincidence, Robeena lives at Bank House, formerly the home of Dionatas's
predecessor, Gerardine Clark, and extremely handy for dealing with the bank!

A round-up of cultural heritage
We are late in sending forth the Falkland Society newsletter this month because we have been
travelling, with many enjoyable tasks to perform, and much driving through beautiful and special
landscapes. I want to share something of the content of our journeys as I think they show just
how varied is the cultural heritage which we are all, one way or another, privileged to enjoy. We
would love it if others felt moved to share something of their own journeys and observations in
subsequent Newsletters.
When Ross and I need to travel southwards we try not to drive more than 200 miles in a day, and
we very often stay overnight at the village of Coniston in the English Lake District. Much of the
Lake District was designated a National Park in 1951. From time to time the boundaries have
been changed and in August 2016 it grew by 3 per cent or 27 square miles. Almost a year later,
in July 2017, the original boundaries of the park were used to define one of the most prestigious
designations of all, namely as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. That designation recognises that
the Lake District is of outstanding universal significance for both its cultural and its natural
heritage: both its man-made built heritage and its natural heritage of spectacular mountains and
lakes and the flora and fauna they support. There is also the outstanding intangible heritage of
the literary connexions of such as William Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy, Samuel Coleridge
Taylor and the other ‘Lakeland poets’ and John Ruskin.
Ruskin, whose house, Brantwood, overlooks lake Coniston, was one of the great nineteenthcentury British writers, from a deeply Scottish background. In 1871 he founded the Guild of St
George, as his personal contribution to solving some of the world’s most pressing social
problems. He endowed the Guild with a stupendous collection of works of art and craft which

today are cared for and displayed at the Millennium Gallery in Sheffield city centre (in
collaboration with Museums Trust Sheffield). Ruskin’s collections are displayed and interpreted
there, and the items are changed every six months, so the display is constantly being refreshed.
It is an experience not be missed!
Our April visit to visit to Brantwood enabled us to see Ruskin’s gardens and their context in their
Spring splendour, and it was a joy!

Brantwood and Lake Coniston
We had also wanted to see a newly acquired portrait of Ruskin’s Aunt Jessie, by Scottish portrait
painter George Watson. We had already seen it in store, last November, but this time we could
enjoy it much better because it has been hung in Ruskin’s dining room at Brantwood alongside
Watson’s portrait of Ruskin’s father, John James Ruskin. We also admired three beautifully made
late-nineteenth-century cabinets which Ruskin commissioned for his spectacular collection of
minerals. The cabinets were sold away from the house ‘between the Wars’, when Ruskin’s
reputation was at a rather low ebb, but Howard Hull, Director of the Brantwood Trust, had known
where they were for many years; when a change of generation occurred he made an offer and
re-acquired them for Brantwood. They are now back where they had originally stood in Ruskin’s
study and look none the worse for having been away for almost exactly a century. Even more
recently John James Ruskin’s bookcase, which had been sold away at the same time, has turned
up at a house sale in Banffshire and we were shown where it will shortly be reinstalled.

Ruskin's study and the mineral cabinets. The bookcase will be installed on the left-hand wall
So this is one aspect of heritage that I want to emphasise on this occasion, that aspects of the
completeness of heritage can sometimes be brought together again after having wandered off.
Another favourite example I know of is the country house called Temple Newsam on the southern
edge of Leeds. This was sold, on generous terms, to Leeds Corporation by the then Earl of
Halifax in 1922. Two friends of mine, Anthony Wells-Cole and James Lomax, were for many
years Curators at the house and they were surprisingly often able to recover items – furniture,
tapestries, paintings, and more – which had been sold off at the time that the house was acquired
by the Corporation, which had proposed using the house as a location for the city’s collection of
paintings, and so had not wanted to acquire many of the contents.
From Brantwood we travelled the next day to another place with Ruskinian connexions, even
known by the title of ‘Ruskin Land’, near Bewdley in Worcestershire. This small estate consists of
two farms, Uncllys Farm and St George’s Farm. Ruskin had urged the members of his Guild of St
George ‘to make some corner of English ground beautiful, peaceful and fruitful’, and the Guild
has been following his instructions for about 130 years. We (the Guild) continue to develop it
gently, responding to contemporary needs as a place of education, a location for teaching and
encouraging the arts and crafts, and at the same time contributing to the rural economy by
managing tracts of the Forest of Wyre as well as our own woodlands and orchards. I can say ‘we’
because both Ross and I are Companions (as Ruskin called us from the beginning) of the Guild
and go there to participate in the activities as often as we can.
The beginnings of a friendship have grown up between Ruskin Land and the Falkland Estate
which is inspired by the writings and example of Sir Patrick Geddes, a committed disciple of
Ruskin who even wrote a book discussing Ruskin’s economic theories. A word I would love to
hear used more frequently, coined by Ruskin to distinguish between true wealth (‘There is NO
WEALTH BUT LIFE …’) and the more negative wealth which, in our day, we readily associate
with oligarchs and tax havens and the like, which Ruskin called ‘illth’.
We were at Ruskin Land, with many of the other Directors and Companions, to celebrate Ruskin
on St George’s Day. I gave a lecture which I called ‘Standing Up For Venice’, arising out of the

Voices from Venice conference I had organised on 2 April.

Peter giving his lecture in the barn at Uncllys Farm
But what Ross and I enjoyed most of all was a reading, quite late in the evening, after supper,
while we were all huddled together in a piece of ‘land art’, resembling a large and agreeably
untidy blackbird’s nest, while a young University of Birmingham doctoral student called Dion read
two passages from Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings. He read beautifully – a great and much
valued art-form in its own right – but it was the combination of Tolkien’s words and the setting,
deep in the Forest of Wyre, that made it so memorable.
The only fly in the ointment that memorable day was the weather: the barn where the talks were
held was open at both ends with a chill wind blowing through! As so often with British weather,
the following day, a Sunday, was everyone’s idea of superb Spring weather, warm and enticing,
with a perfect blue sky and a magical light cast over everything we saw on a glorious drive
across the high Cotswolds, traveling only on ‘B’ roads.
We stopped at a National Trust property called Chastleton House, which I had first knows when it
was home to the writer Alan Clutton-Brock. Next door to the house, of warm yellowish Temple
Guiting stone, is the church: a classic ‘manorial group’ of manor house and church. We had had
very little in the way of breakfast, because of wanting to get going as soon as possible that
morning, and we were amazed and delighted to see someone putting up a notice on the church
porch saying TEA & CAKES. ‘Are we too soon?’, we asked; ‘Not at all’, was the reply. It turns out
that the church is rented out for £60.00 a day to local charities for their fund-raising efforts. The
charity that day was a local school, who told us that on Easter Monday they had made over
£800.00 profit. The cakes all looked stupendous. We chose one each, and sat contentedly in the
sunshine in the churchyard, itself a place of great interest: beautiful, peaceful and fruitful.

Cakes in the church
That unexpected shot in the arm of delicious cake and tea sped us on our way – a considerable
way – to a Hertfordshire village called Woolmer Green. I had wanted to see the church of St
Michel the Archangel, Woolmer Green, for many years: it was designed 1899–1900 by Robert
Weir Schultz, one of the ablest Scottish architects of the Arts & Crafts Movement, with furniture
by Ernest Gimson and his team of Cotswold craftspeople, and sculpture (including the superb
font) by Laurence Turner, all three of them members of the Art Workers’ Guild.
We were to stay with our friends Julia and Pat Carter, who lived not far from Woolmer Green, and
we had invited them to join us at the church in the mid-afternoon. They, like us, were thrilled to
see it: they had so often driven past it but never realised that it was so beautiful inside and it
contained so much of interest in the fine craftsmanship which is so characteristic of the Arts &
Crafts Movement. An important link with Falkland is that from about 1890 Robert Weir Schultz
became the favourite architect of the 3rd Marquess of Bute, who had bought the Falkland Estate
in 1887, and transformed the interiors of the House of Falkland with the most marvellous Arts &
Crafts interiors, again carried out largely by members of the Art Workers’ Guild, which had been
founded in 1884 by young architects and craftspeople very much under the influence of Ruskin.

Interior of Woolmer Green church
We were staying with Julia and Pat in order to attend a meeting in their own parish church of
Westmill, St Mary the Virgin, the following day. The meeting was to discuss how the church
interior, dating from Anglo-Saxon times to about 100 years ago, could be made more flexible,
more welcoming, more energy responsible, more vibrant and with appropriate facilities to serve
the needs of the whole local community. I had been asked to give a short presentation in which I
included my favourite rural church where such a transformation has been carried out, Yarpole in
Herefordshire, which – in addition to retaining the chancel for services – now houses a café, the
village shop and post office, a large and a small community space, storage space, and so on.
Julia chaired the meeting gracefully, exercising strong and effective leadership. Everyone present
seemed keen and interested and determined to work with the whole local community, wherever
that led them. Again, this provided a strong link with Falkland: last month the General Trustees
of the Church of Scotland announced that something like 38 per cent of their church buildings will
need to close, including our very fine church in Falkland. In the coming months, we shall surely
be debating with concern and energy how this news, so difficult to digest, can become an
opportunity for the whole community.
Peter Burman

Previous Newsletters
I've started making our previous Newsletters available on the Society website, as a sort of 'blog'.
See https://falklandsociety.org.uk/newsletters.shtml.
For now you can view the Newsletters from January 2021 onwards, but I'll be adding earlier
issues after the house sale is done and dusted!
Ross Burgess (Secretary)
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